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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a development of augmented maps using shared
geographical data. In general, augmented reality applications use
predefined 3D models data. In our collaborative approach, we uti-
lize shared geographical data from Google maps and city models
from Google 3D Warehouse. Our system allows users to share and
use maps and city models of any location in the world. The user
then can print the maps and view the overlaid virtual city models
through a web camera or head mounted display (HMD). We explore
suitable tracking methods on three types of maps: normal (default),
terrain and and satellite maps. Finally, we present an augmented
fly-through application where the user can browse and view the 3D
models on a paper map.

Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and vir-
tual realities;

1 INTRODUCTION

Some approaches and applications for visualizing the digital ge-
ographic data have been explored intensively. For example, ge-
ographical information system (GIS) accommodates the creation,
management and visualization of geographic data such as digital
maps and 3D city models. Generally, GIS data contain layers and
localized data including numbers, vectors, images, and text. Exist-
ing GIS is used only for overlaying those 2D information on digital
maps. State of the arts of GIS tried to enhance the visualization of
maps by adding more informations including multimedia and 3D
models in order to support geographical data analysis. For instance,
Bing Map from Microsoft attempted to visualize GIS in form of
surveillance and satellite maps in real time [3]. On the other hand,
Google map, earth and 3D warehouse are developed to visualize
geographical data seamlessly on desktop computers and mobile de-
vices [5]. Especially, 3D warehouse supports the creation of city
models and collaborative 3D modeling using geographic coordinate
as the shared space.

To enhance 3D GIS visualization, augmented-reality-based sys-
tems have been developed. A system so called augmented maps
combined digital layers and a paper map. Augmented maps over-
lays virtual data such as city names, region descriptions or 3D mod-
els of landmarks and buildings on top of a paper map.

In general, 3D models are prepared beforehand and dedicated
only for a specific augmented maps application. It is feasible only
for a particular region. However, to realize augmented maps for
any location, preparing many maps and 3D models can be time-
consuming.

To solve this issue, we are interested in the collaborative solu-
tion by sharing geographical data that available on the server such
as Google Maps and 3D Warehouse. This solution allows users to
download and use the shared data for their augmented maps appli-
cation. Particularly, since Google maps and 3D warehouse lay on
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Figure 1: System overview. First, the user inputs a city name in our
data extraction tool, for instance ”New York”. The user then down-
loads the 3D models from the 3D warehouse. The user prints the
map and views the overlaid 3D models on the map.

the same geographic coordinate, it is possible to merge or augment
them straightforwardly.

We aware that the main difficulty of augmented maps is how
to detect and track the paper map. Therefore, we need to study a
suitable detection and tracking method for a paper map.

Image analysis for image tracking such as map indexing is fea-
sible by separating the map into some layers such as roads, inter-
sections or regions. It becomes easier to extract important features
of map from those layers for detection and tracking. However, usu-
ally those layers are not accessible on a map server such as Google
Map. Instead, only points data added by users and the map image
are usually available. Therefore, additional image analysis and data
preparations are necessary to create a track-able map for augmented
maps.

We propose an approach on preparing a map for augmented maps
by adding a tracking layer above the background map instead of
separating layers from the map image. This approach gives us a
freedom to choose any features for tracking regardless the type of
maps we will use. Therefore, this approach is applicable for any
type of map. We also develop a tool for retrieving the trackable
maps and 3D city models from Google Maps and 3D Warehouse.
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The user can download the desired maps and virtual contents by in-
puting a city name. The next step is printing the map and prepare a
web camera or HMD. Finally, the user can view the 3D city models
are overlaid on top of the paper map.

Our system improves the prior approaches on augmented maps.
We also insist that our system is a novel system that combines the
augmented reality with shared model data available on the Inter-
net. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other research that
has explored the augmentation of shared 3D city models by adding
tracking layer above the background map. Finally, we demonstrate
our approach by developing an augmented fly-through application
that allows user to explore augmented maps using the web camera
as a pointer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The prior re-
searches are described in the Sec. 2. We explain our proposed
work in the Sec. 3 followed by the description of our augmented fly-
through application in Sec. 4. We evaluate our scheme using some
tracking methods in terms of the number of matches and computa-
tional cost in Sec. 5 and discuss it in Sec. 6. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Sec. 7.

2 RELATED WORKS

AR toolkit has been introduced in the early stage of augmented
reality [13]. AR toolkit is initially used for a collaborative con-
ference system. There have been some researches on utilizing AR
toolkit for developing augmented maps. Hedley et al. combined the
augmented reality with geographical data visualization [11]. They
also equipped the system with fingertip detection and interaction.
Bobrich et al. also used the AR toolkit to track a planar map [7].
McGee at al. developed a collaboration system for augmented maps
by placing four AR markers near the printed map [17]. The user
can draw annotation on a paper map by using digital pen and share
their modifications with the other users. However, AR toolkit is not
robust against occlusions. The virtual contents are also limited to
predefined data. On top of that, the marker obstructs the appearance
of the map.

Many approaches tried to develop a marker that is visually re-
lated to the system. Some attempts used a map as the marker and
extract its features for matching such as utilizing SIFT feature de-
tector [15]. Recently, a fast keypoint detection using random ferns
had also been developed for map tracking [21]. Another approach
used mutual information between two map images for tracking [9].

Reitmayr et al. developed augmented maps used natural features
tracking in table-top system equipped with a projector [23]. Their
system could project the additional information on top of the map.
Moreover, the user can select information using PDA device as a
pointer. Similarly, Rohs et al. used patches in a paper map as the
visual descriptor for detection and tracking [24]. Furthermore, they
used mobile devices for displaying additional information.

In contrast to the texture-based map tracking above, keypoints
based tracking has been also explored. Nakai et al. used random
keypoints as features for camera pose estimation [20]. Their work
fails on matching surface in extreme camera tilt because they do not
use the previous successful tracking information. Their work had
been improved by Uchiyama and Saito in so called the tracking by
descriptor update [25]. The method updates the descriptor database
and successfully tracks a paper in extreme camera tilt. By using the
same method, they had developed augmented maps with intersec-
tions in a map as keypoints [27]. They colored the keypoints and
extracted them using color detection. They introduced the random
dots marker that successfully achieves robust and accurate track-
ing using thousand markers [26]. The random dots marker is also
previously applied in the development of the foldable augmented
maps [16].

In this research, we utilize the random dots for detecting and
tracking the maps. Specifically, we can generate many dots from

geographical data such as distribution of buildings and landmarks
in a map. We assume that buildings and landmarks are distributed
randomly over the map. As a result of using the random dots, we
can track the map while preserve the appearance of the maps be-
cause the dots are relevant information in the map.

Besides tracking, researchers have drawn attentions to the col-
laboration on augmented reality. Generally, augmented reality ap-
plication contains predefined 3D models which are not reusable for
another application. Instead of creating 3D models from scratch,
some AR applications retrieve them from the Internet. For instance,
AR sights system allows users to download available markers from
its website and 3D models from Google 3D Warehouse [1].

Live videos augmentation on aerial map was explored by Kim et
al. [14]. They also applied the real lighting condition estimated
directly from the maps image. Similarly, Bing from Microsoft in-
tegrates maps, panorama pictures, and live videos submitted by
users in one spatial augmentation [3]. Both works use collabora-
tion among users. However, they only augment on the digital map
instead of paper maps.

Similar to our approach, Morrison et al. used the natural features
to track a printed Google map and visualized additional information
on top of it [19]. However, they did not augment the 3D city models
onto the printed map. Similarly, Paelke et al. integrated a paper map
and additional information on mobile devices [22]. Gruber et al.
provided a dataset for tracking using city models from Google 3D
warehouse [10]. However, their work only covered virtual contents
preparation and omitted map detection and tracking.

All approaches above used conventional way where the user has
to prepare the map and the virtual data separately and connect them
manually. To solve these issues, we propose an integrated data
preparation procedure for retrieving shared 3D models from Google
3D warehouse together with the map image from Google Maps.
Since they are in the same geographical coordinate, both are au-
tomatically connected. Therefore, we can augment the 3D models
directly onto the paper map. Furthermore, we can use the map for
tracking as replacement of fiducial marker. Since we can query any
location in Google Maps, as a result, we can build the world aug-
mented maps using our approach.

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our proposed system focuses on the data access to maps and 3D
models database for realizing the augmented maps. We also explore
the suitable tracking method for the maps. In our system, we use
Google Maps and 3D Warehouse as our resources. The flow of our
proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.1 Map Data
We retrieve maps from the Google map. Three types of map are
available: default, terrain, and satellite maps as illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.1.1 Map production
We create a map by combining 3D model locations as a tracking
layer on top of a background map as illustrated in Fig. 4. We define
the tracking layer as colored dots. This layer is then extracted back
in the initialization step using color detection.

We create a tool for retrieving the produced maps (tracking layer
+ background map) from Google Maps and 3D models from 3D
Warehouse as illustrated in Fig. 5. Our tool receives a city name as
the input and displays locations of 3D models on top of the back-
ground map the city as colored dots. The right panel beside the
map enlists the name of the model appears on the map. The user
can download the local database of the city map with the associated
3D city model. The output of our tool are a trackable map, a set of
3D building models inside the map area and a text file contains the
position of 3D building in geographic coordinate. The text file is
used for detecting the paper map in the initialization step 3.2.1.
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Figure 2: Flow of the proposed system. First, the user inputs a city
name. The system requests to servers for a map and 3D models.
The trackable map is then made in the map production. The user
then prints the map. At online phase, the paper map is detected and
tracked. The 3D models are then augmented.

3.1.2 3D Data

Google 3D Warehouse allows users to create and share their 3D
models. Since all 3D models in Google 3D Warehouse are made
in geographic coordinate, they can be augmented directly onto map
that also uses geographic coordinate. For our system, we only use
3D models of buildings and landmarks in a city. Currently, the user
downloads the maps and 3D models using our tools beforehand.
However, in the future, the 3D models can be downloaded simulta-
neously when the application runs.

3.2 Map Tracking
For augmenting 3d models on top of a map, a camera pose estima-
tion is necessary because the view should follow the orientation and
the movement of the camera. One way to estimate camera pose is
placing a planar marker on the map and estimate it using homog-
raphy. Thus, whenever the markers is detected, the camera pose is
estimated and the 3D models can be rendered correctly.

However, this fiducial marker approach is not robust against oc-
clusion. It also obstructs the appearance of the map. Therefore,
we utilize the random dots marker approach because it is robust
against occlusion and the random dots marker can be generated
from the geographical data. First, we prepare keypoints database
that includes the location of the 3D models. By using the matching
method in the random dots marker method, the geographic coordi-
nate of the map is acquired. Then, we start to track the map using
the random dots marker or another method such as SIFT, SURF or
random ferns.

3.2.1 Initialization

The random dots are generated from the 3D models location from
the Google 3D warehouse. We use these dots as the keypoints for
matching. These keypoints are then stored to a file that can be
loaded when the system starts as illustrated on Fig. 6. The ini-
tialization is the key of the coordinate transformation from the geo-
graphic coordinate to image coordinate. Since the dot markers can
be retrieved in both coordinates using Google API, then the trans-
formation from image to geographic coordinate can be estimated.
By knowing the geographic coordinate, we can load the 3D models
that exists near the position.

Keypoints are matched in the initialization step as illustrated in
Fig.7. In offline phase, we create a descriptor database from the text
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Figure 3: Three types of Yokohama map. (a) Default map. It consists
some labels. (b) Terrain map. It consists dense edges and lines. (c)
Satellite map. The real captured image from the satellite.

file that contains the location of buildings (dots) in the geographic
coordinate. The descriptor of a point are computed by estimating
its relationship to the neighboring points.

In online phase where a camera captures the printed map, we ex-
tract dots in tracking layer and output a binary image. We then cal-
culate the descriptor for each dots followed by matching the calcu-
lated descriptors with the descriptors in the database. At this stage,
many matches are established and the map is detected.

3.2.2 Tracking

After the matches are established in the initialization, we start to
track the map on succeeding frames. For tracking using random
dots markers, we only updates the descriptor database using de-
scriptors calculated in current frame. For tracking, we also apply
another tracking methods such as SIFT, SURF and random ferns.
In contrast to random dots marker that uses keypoint features, SIFT,
SURF and random ferns use the texture of map image for match-
ing. Theoretically, all four methods are applicable for augmented
maps. However, each method requires different initialization. For
instance, creating the index of the keypoints database is necessary
for the random dots marker. Whereas random ferns method requires
a learning process. The preparation time varies to each method. We
compare the results of each method in terms of the number of suc-
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Figure 4: Map production flow. First, a city name is queried. The tool
extracts the map and 3D models of the city. The local database for
initialization are then built. The 3D model positions are overlaid as
the colored dots.

cessful tracking and the computational cost in Sec. 5.

4 INTERACTION FOR THE AUGMENTED FLY-THROUGH AP-
PLICATION

We develop an augmented fly-through that allows user to browse
and view the 3D city models through camera or HMD on a paper
map. The user also can select the information on the map, by mov-
ing the camera as a pointer (see Fig. 8). We prepare the building
name as the virtual information that will appear when the center of
the camera approaches the models.

5 RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The outputs of our system are the augmentation of any locations
in the world as illustrated in the Fig. 9. The virtual contents in
our system fully depends on the models availability in Google 3D
warehouse.

For tracking, we apply four detection and tracking methods: ran-
dom dots markers, SIFT, SURF, and random ferns. We count the
successful tracking based on three types of map: default, terrain
and satellite map. We also estimate the computational cost for con-
vincing that our system runs in real time. For our experiments, we
use a web camera with resolution 640×480 and we print the map
in A4 size paper.

We implemented our system using OpenCV library [6]. The city
models are loaded using Open Asset Import Library (Assimp)[2].
We calibrate the camera using the Calibration tool [4] that is based
on the implementation of Zhang calibration method [28]. For ex-
periments, we use a laptop computer with specifications: Intel I7
Quad Core 2.80GHz and 4GB memory.

5.1 Tracking Robustness
In this section we show the percentage of successful tracking on
image sequences contains the image map. For this experiments, we

c©2011 Google - Map Data c©2011 ZENRIN

Figure 5: A tool for extracting city map (Yokohama) from Google
Maps and 3D warehouse. The red dots on the map represent the
location of 3D building models. The list on the right panel shows the
available 3D building models.

use Kyoto map that consists 84 mesh models. Accordingly, we have
84 dots on the map. We prepare three image maps: default, terrain
and satellite maps. We capture those three maps using web camera
and record them as image sequences. We then applied each track-
ing method on the image sequences. Successful tracking occurs if
the system can detect the map on the image sequences. We then
reproject the border of the map using the homography to the map
image. We count the frame of which the projected border is near to
the actual border of the map in the paper divided by the number of
frames as illustrated in the Fig. 10.

According to the results, texture-based tracking using SIFT,
SURF and random ferns are robust on default and terrain maps.
We note that default and terrain map have strong edges and dis-
tinctive colors that help the successful tracking. On the other hand,
the robustness of tracking drops on the satellite maps. In the satel-
lite maps, the texture is relatively uniform that makes the matching
becomes difficult.

As we expected, the random dots marker method could track the
paper maps regardless the type thanks to the tracking layer. Surpris-
ingly, the tracking robustness even increased on the satellite maps .
We realize that the dots become distinctive enough on the satellite
map to make them easy to extract.

5.2 Computational cost

We evaluate the computational cost of our application on the match-
ing and rendering process. First, we provide a map with some mod-
els for augmentation. We compute the average time for matching
the map with the reference map and rendering the models as listed
in Table. 1.

Table 1: Computational cost based on the type of the map and track-
ing method.

Method default terrain satellite
map (ms) map (ms) map (ms)

Random dots marker 45.41 52.9 51.49
SIFT 853.39 844.91 926.02
SURF 462.61 440.06 827.46

Random ferns 174.26 168.44 202.14

We can see from the results that random dots method works
faster than the other method because it depends only on the color
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Figure 6: From initialization to tracking. First, a frame is captured.
Each frame is binarized and the keypoints are extracted using color
detection. The descriptors are then computed and matched with the
keypoints database. When the frame is matched, the homography
is computed. The frame is warped using inverse homography to get
the top view of the map image as reference for tracking.

detection. In addition, it uses a hashing technique for fast descrip-
tor lookup. On the other hand, the matching method that utilizes the
texture information such as SIFT, SURF and random ferns requires
longer time. SURF has better performance than SIFT thanks to the
integral image approach. Random ferns works best among the three
methods. However, random ferns requires around 10 minutes learn-
ing or building database beforehand. This 10-minutes-long learn-
ing is not suitable for our purpose because preparing learning data
every time the user download the map will make our application
unpractical.

6 DISCUSSION

In our experiments, tracking using SIFT, SURF and random ferns
can work robustly for default and terrain maps. We can choose
those method if we want to use default map and terrain maps. On
the other hand, if we want to use the satellite maps, random dots
marker can be the alternative for tracking.

Moreover, random dots marker contributes less time than the
other method thanks to the simple extraction method and hash-
ing. The computational cost is significant for deciding the suit-
able tracking method for augmented maps. Comparison of another
feature descriptor for tracking paper map such as BRIEF [8], or
GLOH [18] and its variant are the next step of this research. Fur-
thermore, it is interesting to explore on combining the random dots
marker with the other texture based method for realizing the best
tracking method for augmented maps.

Technically, we add a tracking layer on a background map for
initialization. This solution is practical to implement. Currently,
we create the tracking layer by overlaying colored dots over the
background map. In order to create more realistic map, instead of
colored dots, we can print colored icons.

On the other hand, instead of adding tracking layer on the back-
ground map, we are interested on different approach by extracting
specific features on the original map. Since there are terrain and
satellite map, feature extraction will be different for each type and

Figure 7: Keypoints matching. There are two main process on the
matching. Offline process estimates descriptors of all dots/keypoints
and store them to a descriptor database as the index of dots id. The
online process extract dots from captured image and compute the
descriptor of the dot followed by searching the dots id based on the
descriptor.

c©2011 Google - Imagery c©2011 Google, Map data c©Google

Figure 8: Data selection using center of the camera image. The user
moves the camera to select and display the information of the San
Diego map. The name appears when the center of the camera image
approaches a building model.

we lose the generality for each type of map. However, defining
features for particular type of map is interesting issue to explore.

We are also interested on bringing this research more on the col-
laboration aspects. Through our application, we have shown that
the geographic coordinate can be utilized as the shared space for
augmented reality. However, our current implementation only cov-
ers the viewing workspace of the collaboration. To add the individ-
uality features for collaborative AR environment [12], it is neces-
sary to let user to create and modify the shared 3D models on the
augmented maps. Thus, each user can view coherent 3D models on
their site.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented our augmented fly-through using shared geo-
graphical data. The users can use and share virtual contents from
the maps and 3D model database server. Therefore, they can view
any location in the world through augmented reality. We have also
presented our study on the characteristics of map and its usage for
developing augmented maps. Finally, we proved that random dots
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Figure 9: Augmentation results. 3D building models are augmented
on top of printed maps. (a) Honolulu (b) Kobe (c) Park Avenue (d)
San Diego.

marker is suitable for our system in terms of the minimum compu-
tational cost.

Providing an instant way for retrieving the maps and virtual data
for augmented maps remains as our main challenges. In the future,
on-line connection to the database server and the cloud architec-
ture are promising outlooks to access the maps and virtual data ef-
ficiently. As a result, we can achieve the robust and rich augmented
maps application. We will improve our user interaction by imple-
menting robust finger detection. We will also work on occlusion
handling and realistic rendering for augmented maps.
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